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Facebook was launched in 2004; it is an online social network service which belongs to Facebook Inc. Taking part in July this year it had around 500 million active users worldwide. Users can generate their own personal profile, add friends, exchange messages along with have notifications sent every time there is an update in the profile.

Facebook is furthermore a site for interest groups, either professional, school groups otherwise college ones. Any person who claims that he/she is 13 years old or else more can register moreover turn out to be a Facebook user. This social network service was created thru the efforts of Mark Zuckerberg, Eduardo Saverin, Dustin Moskovitz and Chris Hughes.

Along with this is the report about a man who appeared to have several asthma attacks which five specialists from Italy give details that it appeared later he had logged into Facebook and moved out to a particular page, according to a Correspondence in today's issue of The Lancet. The doctors make clear that seeing his girlfriend's details on Facebook seemed to bring on hyperventilation and then asthma. The man, who was 18 years old, was very sad because his sweetheart had jilted him. She had also erased all details of him from her Facebook, while at the same time developing friendships with young men. The man assumed a new Facebook nickname and disguised as such managed to become her online friend. He eventually got to view her photograph in the profile section of her Facebook. On seeing the photograph, he would become short of breath. This would occur several times and only when looking at her profile, with the photo of her on that page.

The medical doctor proposes that the man's asthma attacks were triggered as of seeing the girl's photograph; this instigated him to hyperventilate, generating an asthma attack. They had debarred other variables which might have subsidized headed for his asthma, such as
infectious or environmental aspects. They furthermore presented the man a detailed physical examination and checked his health as well as his family history sensibly.

In conclusion, this incident point out that Facebook, and social networks in overall, could be a different source of psychological constant worry, demonstrating a generating factor in place of exacerbations in depressed asthmatic persons.
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